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New film documents a 
bond of friendship 
'Pip & Zastrow' tells story of mayor 
and friend calming Annapolis in 1968 
by Nicole Fuller  | Sun reporter 

Neighborhoods in Baltimore, Washington and Cambridge 
were already burning after the assassination of the Rev. 
Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968. Annapolis Mayor Roger 
"Pip" Moyer feared it wouldn't be long before race rioting 
struck the state capital. 

He looked for his oldest friend, a small-time thief named 
Joseph "Zastrow" Simms. Moyer was white and Simms 
was black, yet they had grown up together on the 
basketball courts in the segregated city. 

Moyer sprung Simms from his cell in a Baltimore jail for a 
few hours, and together they walked the streets of the old 
4th Ward in Annapolis, calming the people and sparing 
the city the destruction wrought in urban areas 
nationwide. 

"Some of those cities are still building up after all those 
years," said Simms, who, like Moyer, is now 73. "Here 
was a white man who was able to come into the black 
community ... and they respected him. Don't think there 
weren't some tense moments, though." 

Forty years later, their nearly lifelong bond paralleling the 
country's search for racial tolerance has been turned into 
a documentary. Pip & Zastrow: An American Friendship, 
by filmmakers Victoria Bruce and Karin Hayes, will get its 
first screening tonight in Annapolis. 

"It's just really a beautiful narrative story of a friendship," 
Bruce said. "It's not a piece to try to put any issues on 
anyone. You just sort of fall in love with the characters 
and see how they conquered their own demons and 
political challenges." 

With $100,000 in grants from the city and county, the film 
was shot in Annapolis over a four-year period, which 
produced more than 100 hours of interviews with 
everyone from the current mayor and Moyer's former wife, 
Ellen O. Moyer, to Carl O. Snowden, head of the state's 
civil rights office and a native of Annapolis. 

 

 
Roger Moyer (left), former mayor of Annapolis, and Joseph Simms - 
otherwise known as Pip and Zastrow - visit at Moyer's home in Eastport. 
The men grew up together and have been nearly lifelong friends.  
(Sun photo by Glenn Fawcett / March 13, 2008) 
"The relationship between the two is timeless," said Ellen 
Moyer. "Each of them had a different set of skills and 
talents that were key to avoiding a crisis. No man is an 
island. One really can't do anything alone. Those are the 
kinds of things that inspire us all." 

Both talented athletes in their youth, Moyer played 
forward and center at all-white Annapolis High, and 
Simms starred at all-black Wiley H. Bates High. In 1959, 
Moyer integrated an all-black semipro team, a scandal at 
the time. 

Moyer went on to join the Army, graduated from the 
University of Baltimore and then ran for city council. In 
1965, he was elected mayor. Simms became a petty thief 
and was in and out of jail. 

But they remained friends, even as they were widely 
criticized. Moyer was refused admittance to the local 
yacht and Elks clubs, and Simms was called an "Uncle 
Tom." 

"One of the main things we're trying to tell is a story of a 
friendship at a time when a friendship over racial lines 
was not the norm," Hayes said. "This is a story of a 
friendship that spans 60 years and how they come 
together at different times of their lives, and they have to 
deal with their own issues with their families and 
whatever, but the thread is they always come back to 
each other, and how friendship can be such a strong 
force." 

Annapolis historian Janice Hayes-Williams was an 
associate producer, charged with ensuring the historic 
authenticity of the film. 

"There's nobody in Annapolis that didn't know Pip and 
Zastrow," said Hayes-Williams. 

Her uncle, George Phelps, the first African-American law 
enforcement officer in Anne Arundel County and a 
longtime Annapolis resident, narrates. 
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A conversation  
whose time has come? 

 
by C. Fraser Smith 
 
Even before a charismatic black leader reached across 
the racial divide, Marylanders were setting out in search of 
deeper understanding.  

Several ominous incidents - a case of arson and nooses 
of uncertain origin - lent urgency to the mission.  

Then last week, Sen. Barack Obama daringly made a call 
for racial groups to explore attitudes and assumptions. He 
made his appeal a tenet of his presidential campaign - an 
unprecedented challenge. He felt obliged to address the 
controversial remarks of his former pastor, the Rev. 
Jeremiah Wright. But he put the matter in a broader 
context.  

During a speech in Philadelphia, he said the complexities 
of race are an issue this nation "has never really worked 
through. ... And if we walk away now, if we simply retreat 
into our respective corners, we will never be able to come 
together to solve challenges like health care, or education, 
or the need to find good jobs for every American."  

With similar concerns in mind, the Maryland Humanities 
Council had begun a series of community conversations 
on race last year.  

The council found varying degrees of acceptance for its 
challenge. In some parts of the state, the conversations 
have been eagerly embraced as useful and necessary. In 
other areas, the idea of talking about race has been 
greeted with wariness, as if talk might revive more 
antagonism than understanding. Enduring racial 
sensitivities have been manifest in such things as the 
proposal to put a statue of former Maryland slave and 
abolitionist Frederick Douglass on the courthouse lawn in 
Easton.  

In a sense, the national conversation about race - such as 
it was - ended after the riots of the 1960s, after the cities 
burned, after discrimination was ameliorated in the 
nation's laws. As difficult as it was to confront Jim Crow in 
practice and custom, dealing with the silent fears and 
discomforts of race has been even more challenging. 

Howard Law School Dean Charles Hamilton Houston, 
who worked to sue Jim Crow out of Maryland in the 1930s 
and 1940s, observed that changing people's minds would 
be more difficult than changing laws.  

Senator Obama's campaign shows the issue remains. 
And it's not just in the campaign for president: Across the 
nation, there have been displays, real and contrived, of 
nooses in a schoolyard and, in Baltimore, a firehouse.  

Real, devastating fires were set in 2004 by vandals who 
may have wanted to frighten new black homeowners in 
Southern Maryland. Discriminatory drug laws have 
resulted in prison populations overrepresented by blacks. 
City schools have been resegregated, subjecting young 
black students to the same damaging isolation that led the 
U.S. Supreme Court to strike down the illusory doctrine of 
separate but equal in 1954.  

Surely there is much to talk about. Some may wish to wait 
for change to evolve, but wouldn't it be better to 
accelerate change by fostering a dialogue that deepened 
understanding?  

The Maryland Humanities Council's determination to 
promote conversations comes 40 years after the Rev. 
Martin Luther King Jr.'s assassination on April 4, 1968. 
That wrenching event provoked a national outpouring of 
anger and despair. There was lawlessness, to be sure, 
but the riots of 1968 were the expression of pent-up anger 
held in reserve for decades.  

An exploration of that cataclysm, under way at the 
University of Baltimore for many months, will include a 
three-day symposium beginning April 3 and continuing 
through April 5. It's one of several attempts to get racial 
understanding on the public agenda.  

In Baltimore, a standing-room-only audience listened last 
fall to a mock discussion between actors representing 
Malcolm X and Dr. King moderated by Marc Steiner, the 
former talk-show host at WYPR. That show, also 
sponsored by the Humanities Council, may be taken on 
the road.  

The council's hope is that programs such as these will 
provide opportunities for people to express their fears and 
concerns. In Southern Maryland, hundreds of people, 
black and white, talked about the fires. Some other 
communities have considered these conversations with 
some trepidation, worrying about the revival of attitudes 
they think might be better left undisturbed.  

Arson in a new Charles County housing development, 
however, removed the abstraction from these fears in that 
community. Some 300 people, black and white, turned out 
for one of the conversations last October at the 
Community College of Southern Maryland in La Plata, a 
suggestion that people were willing to face and explore 
the tensions.  

Senator Obama and the Maryland Humanities Council are 
laying down the same challenge: Deal with anger and 
resentment before they become even more corrosive.  

C. Fraser Smith is senior news analyst for WYPR-FM. His 
column appears Sundays. His e-mail address is 
fsmith@wypr.org. 
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"I heard this booming, melodic, gorgeous baritone voice, 
and he just sounded like a grandfather telling a story," 
Bruce said. "I looked at Karin and said, 'We have to have 
him.' We just felt like the stars aligned when we found 
George Phelps for this story." 

Yesterday, Phelps recounted the aftermath of the April 4, 
1968, assassination of King in Memphis, Tenn., and how 
Moyer hit the streets where tensions were high, before 
Simms could join him. 

"There were pockets of people that were disgruntled or 
whatever," Phelps said. Moyer "went to every little 
cubbyhole, every little joint, every little place and that's 
how it was defused." 

In the trailer for the film, available at 
www.pipandzastro.com , Phelps recalls how the next day 
the head of the state police called the young mayor. 

Moyer says: "He said, 'Mayor, what in the hell are you 
doing different in Annapolis than we're doing in the rest of 
the state?' I said, 'Well, I got a guy that's in prison who 
writes me a little note every day telling me what to do, 
who to talk to.' So I got Zastrow out on a furlough. And he 
walked the streets with me every night, talking to different 
leaders.” 

Phelps adds, "So here it was a white mayor and a black 
convict, walking the streets together at a time when the 
world seemed ready to explode. And would you believe? 
Annapolis stayed calm." 

Phelps, who at 81 is recovering from open-heart surgery, 
will not be able to attend tonight's premiere of the movie. 
The passage of time has been hard on its stars: 
Parkinson's disease has put Moyer in a wheelchair and 
has nearly robbed him of his ability to talk. Simms walks 
with a cane because of a bum hip. They still visit, but it is 
harder now. 

In Moyer's Eastport home, the two men embraced. They 
spoke of friends who have passed and of current events. 

"What do you think of the governor of New York?" Simms 
asked. "He had fun, didn't he?” 

"He paid for it," Moyer said. 

On presidential politics, Simms said, "I'm supporting 
Hillary all the way." 

Moyer said, "I'm an Obama supporter. Obama all the 
way." 

But when talk turned to their story, and the movie that is 
telling it, there was pride and tears. 

"We're both going through it," Simms said. "But we're both 
here." 
nicole.fuller@baltsun.com
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When Baltimore Burned 
Four decades after riots  
damaged lives, city's image,  
we're still picking up pieces 
by Stephen Kiehl | Sun reporter 

The former mayor climbed from the car and reached back 
40 years. He remembered this corner, Broadway and 
Fayette Street, when it was on fire. 
 
"It was completely engulfed," said Thomas J. D'Alesandro 
III, as he gestured to the site where a warehouse was 
torched by rioters. He had been mayor for barely four 
months when, on April 6, 1968, the city erupted in 
violence after the assassination of the Rev. Martin Luther 
King. 
 
Now 78, D'Alesandro held in his mottled hands a 
photograph of this place, showing the young mayor 
looking grim as fire hoses doused the smoldering ruins. 
When the smoke cleared after four days of rioting, six 
people had been killed, 700 injured, 1,000 businesses 
looted or burned and 5,800 people arrested. 
 
The physical toll was enormous. But in the years that 
followed, the psychological damage hurt the city even 
more. People, D'Alesandro said, "became scared about 
Baltimore." 

 
Thomas D'Alesandro III was mayor as riots broke out in 1968.  
(Sun photo by Jed Kirschbaum / March 18, 2008)  

 

The riots created in the public imagination an urban 
wasteland of shattered storefronts and bombed-out 
buildings. Forces already in motion - middle-class flight, 
the departure of small businesses, the withdrawal of white 
families from city schools - accelerated. 
 
"Imagine yourself as a merchant, saying, 'If this terrible 
thing happened, why won't it happen again?'" said M.J. 
"Jay" Brodie, the city's deputy housing commissioner in 
the 1970s. "For a lot of people, white and ultimately black, 
the suburbs looked pretty good." 
 
The ripples would travel across decades: A family whose 
pharmacy was looted left for the suburbs, where their 
children made lives separate from the city. A community 
activist watched as the blight of vacant homes led to the 
scourge of drugs and crime. A man who went to an 
integrated high school in 1968 now sends his daughter to 
a nearly all-black school and wonders if the education is 
as good. 
 
For civic leaders, the riots forced a sense of urgency to 
build a better city. Baltimore won federal money for a 
campaign to provide decent housing for the poor. Ground 
was broken on the Maryland Science Center to draw 
middle-class families back to the city, if only to visit. But 
the housing was still in deteriorating neighborhoods, and it 
was years before some middle-class families came back 
downtown. 
 
Baltimore had begun losing residents in the 1950s, as the 
promise of bigger homes, greener lawns and safer streets 
- the American dream, available on the installment plan - 
drew thousands to the suburbs. But after the riots, the 
flight became a stampede. The city lost 13 percent of its 
population - 120,000 residents - in the decade between 
1970 and 1980. 
 
Those who left took with them their tax money and, in 
some cases, their jobs. Increasingly, they shopped and 
worked in the suburbs. From 1969 to 1980, the number of 
jobs in the city fell sharply, from 540,000 to 505,000.For 
the first time, Baltimore made the list of the nation's 10 
poorest cities. 
 
Those who stayed lived in hollowed-out neighborhoods 
where the drug trade took hold, replacing honest 
businesses. Washington at last took notice of the nation's 
shameful housing conditions, and Baltimore received 
millions in federal money to provide decent, affordable 
homes for the poor. 
 
But jobs were still disappearing, and the schools were 
growing ever more segregated as white families moved 
away or sent their children to private or parochial schools. 
The system lost more than 50,000 students in the '70s, 
most of them white. Today, a black student in Baltimore 
has less chance of encountering a white student than in 
any other large system in the country. 
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Many who could leave the city, did. The suburbs promised 
better schools, modern kitchens and less crime. And if 
that wasn't enough, the federal government pushed 
families toward the suburbs by making it easier to get 
loans in Catonsville than in Cherry Hill. 
 
The practice of redlining - the Federal Housing 
Administration's refusal to guarantee loans in black or 
mixed neighborhoods - struck at the heart of the city. 
Banks denied mortgages in many city neighborhoods, 
pointing families instead to the suburbs. 
 
Brodie, the former deputy housing commissioner, said the 
city fought the FHA: "We did everything we could as a city 
government to persuade them to make loans in Bolton 
Hill. They didn't want to do it. They had just written off 
chunks of the city." 
 
Singer's family moved to Northwest Baltimore. Her father 
got a job as a pharmacist at Korvette's. Her mother 
earned her associate's degree in accounting and went to 
work for insurance giant USF&G. And when Singer 
married, she and her husband settled in Reisterstown. 
 

 
Sharon Singer's family owned and lived in a pharmacy on North Avenue.  
They moved after the riots, their business having been burned.  
(Sun photo by Andre F. Chung / March 19, 2008) 

"The riots punctuated and accelerated changes that may 
have taken place anyhow," said Howell Baum, a professor 
of urban studies at the University of Maryland. "They 
added their own unfortunate flavor to it, in that lots of folks 
felt beat up." 
 
The riots alone cannot be blamed for the decline of the 
city, but they left a mark. Forty years later, Baltimore is 
still recovering. 

'Just an inferno' 

In the hours after the riots, a child of the city became a 
convert to the suburbs. 
 
Sharon Singer grew up on North Avenue above her 
parents' pharmacy. She took ballet classes at the 
Peabody Institute and rode the bus to Orioles games at 
Memorial Stadium. She did her homework in the store and 
chatted with the customers. 
 
She was 16 in 1968, a student in the Western High 
School "A program." The school's population was evenly 
split, black and white, but, Singer says, "We thought of 
ourselves as a family." 
 
On Sunday morning, April 7, Singer and her mother went 
shopping and then picked up her sister at Baltimore 
Hebrew College. Singer had her learner's permit, and her 
mother let her drive the black Oldsmobile 98 home. They 
took the newly opened Jones Falls Expressway, getting 
off at North Avenue. 
 
"There was just an inferno," Singer recalls. Riots that 
began on the east side had spread to the west. Buildings 
were on fire. Smoke filled the sky. The road was blocked. 
Singer maneuvered the Oldsmobile through side streets 
to reach the Esso gas station behind the pharmacy. Her 
father was standing there, waiting. 

The family went to an aunt's house in Northwest Baltimore 
with only the clothes they were wearing. The next day, 
Monday, they returned to the store - to their home - and 
found it looted. Everything was taken, but they were 
hopeful. 

        
The neighborhood that Sharon Singer's family moved to was  
misstated when this article was published in the print edition.  
Singer's parents moved to Northwest Baltimore; Singer and   
her husband moved to Reisterstown.     
                The Sun regrets the error 

"We thought maybe we could pick up the pieces," Singer 
said. But one day later, the building was burned. There 
was no going back. "We were there with them, and then 
all of a sudden, we weren't." 
 
No study has determined the precise number of 
businesses that left the city after the riots, but experts 
estimate it was in the hundreds. They were the small 
businesses - bakeries, pharmacies, general stores - that 
sustained life in city neighborhoods. 
 
Even at the time of the riots, some were aware of the 
long-term damage. On April 8, state Sen. Clarence M. 
Mitchell III drove through the riot-stricken area and told 
The Sun: "Where are they going to get food tomorrow? 
Where are they going to get medicine? There's nothing 
left." 

"I never went back," she said. "I never went back to the 
city after that - never had the desire to. It wasn't a 
conscious decision: 'Oh, I'm never stepping back in the 
city.' But my childhood was on North Avenue, and after 
that, it was a different life." 

'It sent a message' 

Lucille Gorham came face-to-face with the riots in a coin-
operated laundry on Gay Street. She was holding her 
young daughter when a man threw a gasoline bomb 
through the plate-glass window. 
 



 Lucille Gorham said she and her child barely 
avoided a bomb thrown into a Gay Street laundry. 
(Sun photo by Jed Kirschbaum / March 27, 2008)  

Gorham said she and her child 
narrowly escaped the spreading 
flames, but in the following days, her 
neighborhood would bear the brunt of 
years of bottled-up anger and 
inequity.  

Gorham - a mother of eight from 
North Carolina who had come to 
Baltimore poor, and remained poor - 
could understand the rioters' anger. 
But she could never condone their 
destruction. 
 
"It sent a message that a lot of things 
needed to be better," said Gorham, 
now 77. "But so many people didn't 
need to get hurt. So many homes 
didn't need to be burned." 
 
In that laundry on Gay Street, 
Gorham would not have guessed that 
the job of rebuilding her 
neighborhood would fall in part to her. 
She was a single mother, divorced 
and later widowed, living with her 
children in a two-bedroom house off 
Caroline Street where the heat only 
worked in the living room. 
 
But through her community activism, 
Gorham earned a job with Citizens for 
Fair Housing, eventually becoming 
director. She moved to a larger 

rowhouse on East Chase Street. And while she would never describe herself 
as anything but poor, her life took on a modicum of stability. 
 
Representing her community, Gorham worked with city leaders who were 
harnessing federal housing money for Baltimore. In the 1970s, the city built 
748 low-income units in the Gay Street corridor, part of a decade-long boom in 
which 3,900 new homes for the poor went up. The Gay Street housing was 
townhouses and garden-style apartments - decent, affordable rental homes 
that people could feel good about. 
 
But in other aspects, good feelings were in short supply. As the city's economy 
changed, well-paying union jobs disappeared. Indeed, the city has never 
returned to its pre-riots employment level, hitting a low of 405,000 jobs in 
2005, the last year for which data are available. 
 
Drugs and crime ravaged many neighborhoods. Even amid the new housing, 
blight remained. Gorham said she was afraid to go out at night, fearful of the 
young men on her block. 
 
"You lived with vacant houses. You lived with trash and debris," she said. "It 
opened the door to drug dealing. It made it convenient for drug dealers to 
come in the neighborhood, set up shop in schoolyards, alleys, vacant houses. 
The city didn't do anything." 
 
The residents couldn't afford to keep up the houses, she says, and the city 
didn't take care of them, either. Streets weren't cleaned. Trash wasn't 
removed. Flowers and trees weren't planted. 

Gorham watched as the homes she fought for - such as the 63-unit Harry Mills 
Terrace - were razed. "It hurt. It hurt," she said recently. "Harry Mills was, to 
the people who moved in there, it was like a gift from the Lord." More than 800 
of the 3,900 units built in the '70s have been torn down. 
 
Today Gorham's old neighborhood is still pockmarked with vacant houses. But 
for the first time since the '70s, major investment holds the potential for 
transformation. East Baltimore Development Inc. is spending $1.8 billion to 
build offices, research space and residences on an 88-acre site just north of 
Johns Hopkins Hospital. 
 
Gorham herself was forced out of her home on Chase Street several years 
ago to make way for the EBDI project. Her old block is now completely 
boarded up, waiting for a promised revival. 
 
With the help of EBDI, she bought a house in the Belair-Edison neighborhood 
in Northeast Baltimore, and three of her sons moved in with her. Her children's 
lives illustrate the challenges faced in overcoming persistent poverty. One son 
cuts grass and fixes cars. Another works in the grounds department of the city 
school system. A daughter is a seamstress. 

Another, Gorham says proudly, has a white-collar job. Her employer? East 
Baltimore Development Inc. 

Armed soldiers 

Late one night during the riots, 16-year-old Terry White was walking across 
the Mondawmin Mall parking lot, returning home from his job at the Baltimore 
Country Club. The National Guard was using the mall lot as a staging area, 
but White didn't know that. 
 
Three or four armed National Guard troops approached White and a friend, 
both African-Americans. The guardsmen asked them questions: Who are you? 
What are you doing? Where are you going? White was drinking a pint of milk, 
and a soldier took it and sniffed it. 
 



 
Terry White (right), who was 16 at the time of the riots, says his 
high school, Forest Park, was evenly split between blacks and 
whites. His daugther Jamila's school, City College, is now 89 
percent black. (Sun photo by Jed Kirschbaum / March 26, 2008)  

White was allowed to return home, but he hasn't 
forgotten the resentment he felt that night. His 
neighborhood, now known as Coppin Heights, was 
largely untouched by the riots, but "there were armed 
soldiers on my street, and it felt like they were trying to 
confine me." 
 
At the time, he was a junior at Forest Park High School, 
a school that he says was evenly split between white 
and black students. King's death and even the riots 
brought people together and made him realize that every 
white person was not against him, he said. Many, he 
learned, wanted change as he did. 
 
After high school came four years in the Marines, 
followed by community college in Baltimore and a job at 
the Federal Reserve Bank. Now White is executive 
secretary to the Maryland Board of Architects. He still 
lives in the city - in Waverly, where he goes to the 
farmers' market on Saturdays and enjoys life in an 
integrated neighborhood. 
 
"Baltimore is surviving," said White, now 56. But in one 
way, he thinks the city has regressed. His daughter 
Jamila, 17, is a senior at City College High School, and 
White is dismayed that it is not nearly as integrated as 
the school he attended 40 years ago.

City College is 89 percent black, mirroring the ratio in the 
city system as a whole. The system became majority 
black in 1960, but in 1968 the high schools were still 
fairly integrated. The slow slide toward the resegregation 
of city schools is a stain of the riots that has not faded. 
 
"The fact of the matter is that the more culturally rich 
situations one is exposed to, one has to become more 
culturally rich himself," White said. "If schools today were 
integrated at the rate when I was in school, I think the 
quality of education would be better." 

'We kept on moving' 

Conventional wisdom holds that Mayor D'Alesandro was 
despondent after the riots, and that's why he decided to 
leave politics after serving only one term. Nonsense, 
says D'Alesandro, who paints a more nuanced picture of 
his political and personal calculations. 
 
The young mayor had planned to run for governor in 
1970. But the riots changed the political landscape. 
Republican Gov. Spiro Agnew, who called out the 
National Guard and earned a reputation for law and 
order, was picked to be Richard Nixon's running mate in 
the presidential election. In Maryland, that meant that 
House of Delegates Speaker Marvin Mandel - a 
Democrat - became acting governor. And D'Alesandro 
could not run against another Democrat. 

Nor could he remain as mayor, he says, for simple 
financial reasons. He had five children who were 
entering their high school and college years, and his 
take-home pay as mayor was $696 every two weeks. "I 
had to make a living," he said. He went into private 
practice as a lawyer. 
 
But he stayed in Baltimore. Over the last four decades, 
he has watched the city's fitful progress and painful 
setbacks. And he believes - despite the torments of 
drugs, crime and poverty - that the city is stronger. 
 
"There's no city of comparable size in the nation that has 
done as much revitalization as we have," he said. "The 
riots pushed us to the one-yard line, but we held. We 
kept on moving." 
 
The corner where D'Alesandro saw the warehouse burn 
is now a hive of activity. Construction workers are busy 
building a new $10 million facility that will house the 
families and children who come to the Johns Hopkins 
Hospital Kimmel Cancer Center seeking treatment. 
 
It is not the only place you can find hope in Baltimore, 
said D'Alesandro, who emerged from the darkest of 
nights with faith in a city's ability to heal. 
 
stephen.kiehl@baltsun.com  
Sun researcher Paul McCardell  
contributed to this article 
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Sun special report: 40 years later 

Living through the unrest 
UB project examines  
Baltimore riots of '68 
by Julie Scharper | Sun reporter 

For nearly four decades, people rarely spoke about the 
days when dark columns of smoke rose from Baltimore's 
poorest neighborhoods and mobs seethed in the streets. 

But now ministers and schoolteachers, store owners and 
police officers, politicians and housewives are finally 
telling their stories about the city's riots as part of a 
groundbreaking urban history project spearheaded by 
the University of Baltimore. 

"Ignoring the issues that came to a head in April 1968 
doesn't make them go away," says Jessica Elfenbein, an 
associate provost at the university and the project's 
director. "We want to be part of moving the city ahead 
and healing wounds." 

The stories told by people who lived through the unrest 
after the assassination of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. 
form the heart of a three-day conference at the university 
that begins tomorrow evening. The idea is to examine 
unresolved questions about how the riots began and 
how the events of four days, almost exactly 40 years 
ago, continue to affect the city. 

"We're trying to open up a dialogue and a discussion of 
not just the riots, but race and social progress," says 
historian Peter Levy, the university's scholar-in-
residence for the project. 

Researchers will talk about the legacy of racism and 
explore the social, political and economic causes of the 
riots. High school students will present a play based on 
the oral histories. Dancers will perform a piece called 
"None of Us Are Free." 

The conference marks the first comprehensive study of 
this turbulent time in the city's history, university officials  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
say. For many who shared their stories with researchers, 
it was the first time that they had revisited these painful 
memories in 40 years. And for some of the older 
participants, it may be a last chance to document their 
experiences. 

Work on the oral history project began in the fall of 2006 
when students in a civil rights class taught by Elizabeth 
Nix interviewed people whose lives were affected by the 
riots. They spoke with a minister who walked out in 
protest after Gov. Spiro T. Agnew insulted black leaders, 
a young white lawyer who was injured in the melee but 
spent nearly a week getting rioters out of jail, and a 
retired teacher's aide who says she took part in the 
looting so she could feed her children. 

To date, nearly 100 interviews have been conducted, 
and researchers plan to continue compiling oral histories 
after the conference concludes. Many participants say 
that they had seldom spoken of their experiences before, 
Elfenbein says. 

"These stories aren't rehearsed. They're fresh," she 
says. "People are really grateful to have a chance to 
talk." 
 
Ruth Stewart 
 
Surrounded by potted plants and photographs of 
grandchildren in her sunny living room, Ruth Stewart 
seems an unlikely participant in the looting that took 
place 40 years ago. 

Now 62, the retired teacher's aide says that the riots 
were wrought by the anguish and anger people felt after 
the King assassination on April 4, 1968. As the mother of 
two young children, Stewart made survival her first 
priority. 

"When they killed Martin Luther King, that did it," she 
says. "The peace just went. He was for nonviolence, but 
they brought out the violence in us." 

All through her West Baltimore neighborhood, people 
smashed store windows and passed boxes of food, 
cigarettes and even pantyhose onto the street. Men 
hooked heavy chains from a truck onto a metal window 
grate, pulled forward until the grate snapped and then 
rushed into the store. People carried armfuls of clothing 
from a pawn shop and hung them on lampposts. 

Stewart, then 22, was staying at her sister's home on 
Edmondson Avenue with her toddler son and infant 
daughter. Her husband, whom she had married in her 
senior year at Douglass High School, was deployed in 
Vietnam. 
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Letters to the Editor      

Rioters torched their own city 
In the name of people like me who experienced the 
terror of the 1968 race riots and were attacked for no 
good reason other than the color of our skin, the 
headline on Sunday's article "When Baltimore burned" 
(March 30) should have read "When Baltimore was 
burned" or "When Baltimore was torched."  

Charles Herr  
Baltimore 

 
Police saved city  
from devastation 
I read with interest the article about the riots in Baltimore 
in 1968 ("When Baltimore burned," March 30). I read it 
because I was there.  

I was a police sergeant. serving with the tactical unit of 
the Baltimore police. Previously I had been part of a 
small unit known as the Riot Squad. We had served at 
the demonstrations in Patterson Park and Riverside Park 
during the mid-1960s. But April 1968 was the first time 
we served in a real riot.  

And once the real action began, for the next week we 
remained on alert, working long hours trying to stop the 
looting and burning.  

Many of us sustained non-life-threatening injuries. And 
the situation was like being in a war zone -- given the 
burning, the shots being fired and the general disorder. 
But not once did I hear my fellow officers complain about 
the long hours and the conditions under which we 
served.  

We just did it. That was our job, and if anyone believes 
that the Baltimore Police Department did not save the 
city that week, that person should have his or her head 
examined.  

It was my honor to serve with such a group of gallant 
men, and my respect for them grows by the day.  

So when the powers that be and the experts look over 
the facts of the riots of 1968, the men and women of the 
Baltimore Police Department should be well-
remembered, because we saved the city from total 
destruction.  

Edward C. Mattson  
Baltimore 
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MAY NOT BE REPRODUCED WITHOUT PERMISSION  

4 Loyola teens  
found identities 
After assassination and riots,  
'light bulb went off' for students 
by Kelly Brewington | Sun reporter 

The Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. was dead, Baltimore was 
ablaze and four teens at Loyola Blakefield High School 
responded with their version of rebellion. They began 
asserting their racial identity, challenging authority and 
reading militant authors. They grew Afros. 
 
In the days and months after King's murder 40 years ago 
today, consciousness spread nationwide as the word 
black replaced Negro and clenched fists were raised with 
pride. But the elite Jesuit school in Towson was caught off 
guard by the assault on its dress code. The Afros nearly 
got them expelled. 
 
Christopher H. Foreman Jr., Ralph E. Moore Jr., Erich W. 
March and Victor Thomas - sophomores in high school 
when King was killed - were undergoing a rapid 
transformation. They were approaching manhood, 
grappling with what it meant to be black while straddling 
two vastly different worlds. 
 
A year earlier they had left working- and middle-class city 
neighborhoods for Loyola's country-club campus, a 
complex of stately stone buildings, tennis courts and lush 
grounds. As members of the Loyola class with the largest 
number of black students - the four of them, out of 140 - 
their admission was a symbol of racial progress. For the 
boys themselves, however, the transition between worlds 
was intimidating. 
 
Would they be accepted at Loyola? How would their old 
friends view their new private school status? And what if 
they didn't belong in either world?  
On April 4, 1968, they stopped asking such questions. 
 
"After King, a light bulb went off," said Moore, 55, now the 
director of the St. Frances Academy Community Center, 
which links low-income people to jobs and training. "The 
transformation was pretty radical in us. We went from 
apologizing for our blackness to being more confident and 
assertive." 

 
A photo copied from a 1970 Loyola High School yearbook shows the four 
African American seniors. Left to right are Victor Thomas (deceased),  
Ralph E. Moore Jr., Christopher H. Foreman, and Erich W. March.  
(Special to The Sun / March 18, 2008) 

'Strong psyches' 

Upon arriving at Loyola, Moore was the comedian, using a 
self-deprecating sense of humor as a shield from the 
unknown. In West Baltimore, he had attended a school 
run by the Oblate Sisters of Providence, a black order of 
nuns who instilled the need to work twice as hard as 
whites to be considered equal. The consciousness 
awakened by King's death would shape a lifelong 
dedication to fighting poverty. 
 
Foreman was the pragmatist, the eldest of four reared by 
a single mother in a dilapidated Walbrook apartment. The 
confidence he gained in 1968 helped earn him the 
distinction of becoming Loyola's first black student body 
president. He would go on to pursue an academic life, 
earning a bachelor's degree, master's and doctorate from 
Harvard University. 
 
March was the self-described square, the child of a solidly 
middle-class family whose funeral enterprise has been a 
fixture in East Baltimore for half a century. He would draw 
on the discoveries of his high school years when he 
launched a community development corporation devoted 
to improving the struggling neighborhood around the 
business. 
 
The three describe Thomas as the most politically 
aggressive of the bunch, a vibrant personality who was 
dedicated to a career in theater before he died of AIDS in 
1987. 
 
On the surface, the boys arrived at Loyola composed and 
confident. 
 
"These were strong kids, with strong psyches," said Frank 
Fischer, 81, then a Jesuit priest who helped recruit black 
students. "They didn't have any special program to help 
them. They were all very bright, capable and 
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psychologically equipped to deal with this." 
 
But the boys certainly didn't feel that way. They arrived at 
an academy that was out of their comfort zone both 
emotionally and geographically. 
 
Moore's journey to the suburban campus began at 6:30 
a.m., required three buses and the occasional indignity. 
He met March at a coffee shop at the corner of Charles 
Street and North Avenue for the second leg of the trip, 
surrounded by black domestics traveling out to the county 
to jobs in the homes of white people. 
 
A white bus driver routinely ignored Moore's request for 
change. Then, just before Moore would exit the bus, the 
driver would hurl coins at him. 
 
Moore felt white passengers were affronted to see a black 
boy traveling out to the county. "I remember sitting there 
and feeling that people just didn't approve," he said. 
 
In his own neighborhood, Moore stood out as well. Peers 
took one look at his tidy necktie and duffel bearing the 
bright yellow Loyola insignia and assumed he was uppity. 

"Somebody, I never saw who, yelled at me down the 
street 'White boy,'" said Moore, who said he hopes one 
day to write a book about the psychological effects of 
integration. "I never wore that bag again." 
 
Moore rarely discussed these feelings. It wasn't the type 
of conversation his parents had time for in a household of 
eight children. Besides, civil rights and integration weren't 
topics of discussion in the hard-working, fairly 
conservative family. 
 
In Moore's household, King was no hero. Moore 
remembers his father, a Republican - a rare choice for a 
black man, even then - watching television of King leading 
the march for voting rights in Selma, Ala. King, Moore's 
father shouted, ought to be thrown in jail. 
 
"King scared some people," said Moore. "He was 
upsetting the social order. Change makes people 
nervous, even when it's good for them." 

But the day of the assassination, the man who had 
distrusted King's assault on the status quo suddenly 
turned remorseful. Watching his father's reaction, Moore 
was struck by the seriousness of the event. He spent days 
absorbing broadcasts about King's death. 
 
King was revered at the March home, but March himself 
didn't realize the impact of the man until the rights leader's 
death. He began to understand the fight for civil rights in 
completely new terms. If this legend could fall to an 
assassin's bullet, all black people and their hopes for 
justice might also be in danger, he reasoned. 
 
"It changed my perspective in terms of how vulnerable we 
really were in America," said March, 56, vice president of  

his family's funeral chain. "If that was his outcome, that 
meant that no one had any chance at living in America 
and being black and asking for your rights." 
 
As March watched looters storm a corner convenience 
store, he became terrified of the riots and worried that the 
violence would never end. Afterward, however, he began 
to understand the rage, resentment and disillusionment 
born of decades of inequality. 
 
But he wasn't prepared to have to explain the complexity 
of such frustration to white classmates. Some seemed to 
expect him to be the interpreter of all black experience. 
Why were blacks so angry? Why were they destroying 
their own communities? 
 
The burden was on him to explain the enormity of the 
riots, an event all of America has been struggling to 
comprehend since those turbulent days four decades ago. 
 
"At the same time you're trying to go to school and be a 
student, you had to justify and defend the black race," 
March said. "Here I was in Towson and people were 
asking me, 'What were y'all doing down in the ghetto?' It 
was tense. Even the ones who were your friends, they 
were questioning all that was going on." 
 
Foreman learned of King's murder while translating Julius 
Caesar's Gallic Wars for his Latin homework. In front of 
the television in his mother's bedroom, he sat fixated, 
numb. 

Grief and fear 

At school, many of the Jesuits were grief-stricken at 
King's death and empathetic to the black students. But 
from some of his white classmates, Foreman feared a 
backlash. 
 
"You got a sense ... that there was anger in their white 
households over the rioting," he said. "I had a certain 
amount of anxiety after the riots broke out. You wondered 
how you would be treated by your fellow students at 
Loyola." 
 
Foreman, always inquisitive, approached King's death as 
a budding scholar. 
 
"I just tried to process it as best I could; I just needed to 
read as much as possible," said Foreman, 56, a program 
director at the University of Maryland's School of Public 
Policy. "I needed the larger context. I wanted to 
understand why this had happened." 
 
Foreman was well schooled in civil rights, but yearned to 
learn more. Spending afternoons in Baltimore's Ashburton 
neighborhood, where a caretaker watched him and his 
siblings in the afternoons while his mother worked, he met 
the Rev. Vernon Dobson, a civil rights leader who lived 
nearby. The efforts of Dobson and others to integrate the 
Gwynn Oak amusement park were seared in Foreman's 
memory. 
 



His need for answers led him to the "holy trinity" of books 
on black consciousness: The Autobiography of Malcolm 
X, Black Rage by psychiatrists William H. Grier and Price 
M. Cobbs, and Eldridge Cleaver's Soul on Ice. Where 
some folks simply carried them around in an effort to look 
cool, Foreman devoured them. 
 
"I remember trying to come to terms with it all; it really 
was a struggle for identity," Foreman said. 

By the fall of junior year, the teens came back to school 
with a new insight, style and swagger. Not only had they 
grown Afros, they stopped shaving their upper lips - both 
direct violations of the school dress code. 
 
Afros were also strictly forbidden in the March household. 
"My father said, 'Either cut it, or get out of my house,'" 
March said. 
 
He spent a few nights at Thomas' house. In the 
meantime, his father called the parish priest to mediate. 
March stated his case: It was not wrong to be black. This 
was not a fad, but a true expression of the man he was 
becoming. 
 
"They realized it was no good trying to stop me," he said. 
"I think the whole black community eventually came to the 
realization that there was nothing wrong with being who 
you are."  
Hair vs. Jesuits 

Next, the politics of hair came face to face with strict 
Jesuit discipline. When Loyola threatened to expel the 
students if they did not shave and cut their hair, March 
called in reinforcements - family friends and civil rights 
activists Parren J. Mitchell, Walter P. Carter and March's 
uncle, Judge John R. Hargrove Sr. 
 
The students won. 
 
Some white students found their black classmates hip, 
admiring their disobedience as well as their dog-eared 
copies of black literature and the flashy dashiki that 
Thomas draped over his suit and tie. Others were 
perplexed. What exactly were they reading? Why the big 
hair and the colorful clothes? What were they trying to 
prove? 
 
What they couldn't have realized was that this was only 
the beginning. Thomas and Moore began dabbling in 
Black Panther meetings and took their new status as 
conscious black men so seriously they began carrying 
briefcases to school. 
 
Amid nights cramming for math tests, Moore, March and 
Thomas plotted to start a black student union at Loyola, 
demanding black faculty and black studies courses. The 
school responded by agreeing to their requests. By senior 
year, Foreman had become so popular - a bridge between 
the black and white students - he was elected president of 
the student government association. 
 
 

The four students' awakening was not unique. In 
Baltimore and nationwide, some called the movement 
black power, a new, louder brand of black militancy. But 
for these students and many others, it was simply a time 
of discovery. 
 
"It wasn't like the whole city of Baltimore exploded with it, 
but consciousness took place in subtle ways," said Paul 
Coates, a former Black Panther who founded Black 
Classic Press, a Baltimore publishing company. "There 
was a community of people who were looking for ways to 
latch onto and identify with what it meant to be black." 
 
Their coming-of-age discoveries at Loyola influenced their 
life decisions. 
 
March, as head of his family's funeral home, chose not to 
move the headquarters of the business to Baltimore 
County, as so many city companies and residents had 
done. He felt the only way to help sustain East North 
Avenue was to stay. 
 
This choice has meant facing the grim reality of burying 
black victims of the violence that permeates some city 
neighborhoods. King would be heartbroken. 
 
Moore, after graduating from the Johns Hopkins 
University, returned to Loyola for two years as a rule-
bending teacher. Later, he battled poverty through various 
agencies, ultimately settling into his post at St. Frances 
Academy in East Baltimore. Every year on the King 
holiday, he holds a job fair dedicated to the civil rights 
leader's anti-poverty legacy. 
 
Foreman left Baltimore. In academia, he avoided studying 
race and urban issues, fearful of being pigeonholed. 
 
He became an expert on government policy and 
environmental justice, only recently returning in part to the 
topics that riveted him 40 years ago. 
 
Every so often he descends to his basement and pulls 
from a shelf his high school yearbook. Leafing beyond the 
formal portraits of earnest young men in bow ties, he 
focuses on a single image: the foursome, clad in jeans 
and T-shirts and proud Afros, striking bold poses before a 
burned-out East Baltimore rowhouse. 
 
For March, the photograph was a statement: This is my 
life. 
 
Moore says he was declaring a commitment to fighting 
injustice. For Foreman, the photo was a way to show his 
connection to those less fortunate. Even today, he 
realizes how privileged his Loyola days were. Without 
them, his life could have taken a bleak turn. 
 
Grounded in their rebel stance, the teens were asserting a 
new conviction about their identity as black men. At that 
moment, they weren't sure where it would take them. 
 
kelly.brewington@baltsun.com
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When Baltimore  
erupted in rage 
by Larry Carson 
Walking up Gay Street - past burning storefronts, past 
looters carrying suitcases through the broken display 
window of a pawn shop, and past Baltimore police cars 
racing by on their way from one riot call to another - I 
could hardly take it all in. 
 
That Monday after the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.'s 
murder was chaos in East Baltimore, where I struggled as 
a raw, 23-year-old police reporter for the News American 
to gather information. Strangely, none of the looters gave 
me a second glance, and I was calm and unafraid. Young, 
white, with short hair and wearing a sportcoat and tie, I 
probably looked like a police officer. I overheard several 
actual officers lamenting that since the new emphasis on 
civil rights, they had to arrest suspects instead of taking 
them around a corner and beating them. 
 
One black man who passed me shook his head and said 
it was a "shame" what was happening all around us. 
 
And it was. Nobody deserved to have his business ruined, 
his home burned, his possessions stolen. It was tragic, 
but then so were the years of injustices to Baltimore's 
African-Americans - confined to "their" schools and 
neighborhoods by racial prejudice, unable to find the kinds 
of jobs and opportunities whites had, yet spurred by the 
hopes that Dr. King aroused in all of us. 

His death by sniper aroused a rage that I knew very little 
about. Over the years, I'd had a few hints, though. 
 
Just months earlier, I'd encountered a small group of 
black teens working at a gas station as part of a job 
training program in East Baltimore. I had just emerged 
from covering a Saturday night liquor store robbery across 
the street, and one youth called me over. 
 
"You should write about how it feels to be treated like 
you're nobody in this city," he said quietly. 
 
On another occasion, I saw a small African-American boy, 
about 10 years old, in the back seat of a police car. The 
fear and hatred were clear in his eyes as a heavy, white 
police officer screamed at him from the sidewalk, the 
officer's face florid with anger. 
 
I had grown up in Baltimore and stayed, but not in the 
same Baltimore the city's African-Americans knew. 
 
Our family had moved when I was 3 from a cramped 
rowhouse in Pimlico to Braddish Avenue, part of a four-
street development of new brick rowhouses off Gwynns 
Falls Parkway near what is now Mondawmin. It was 1948, 
and all the houses were inhabited by white people. 
 

Progress against  
poverty stalled 
by Benjamin Todd Jealous 
To mark the 40th anniversary of the assassination of the 
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., many will reflect on the fires 
that erupted across America. Gone are the red embers of 
urban rage, replaced by the smoldering ashes of 
perpetually bombed-out neighborhoods. 
 
Hard-hit Baltimore provides a window on the legacy of Dr. 
King's assassination. When the riot was over, six people 
would be dead, 700 injured and 4,500 arrested. Total 
property damage was estimated in millions of dollars. 
 
But no one has calculated the cost of the effects of Dr. 
King's assassination in diminished opportunities to the 
successive generations of Baltimoreans (of all races) still 
trapped in poverty. 
 
The "Promised Land" - the destination of the "revolution" 
that Dr. King talked about in the days before he was slain 
- was defined in economic terms. "The dispossessed of 
this nation - the poor, both white and Negro," Dr. King 
said, "live in a cruelly unjust society. They must organize 
a revolution against that injustice, not against the lives of 
the persons who are their fellow citizens, but against the 
structures through which the society is refusing to take 
means which have been called for, and which are at hand, 
to lift the load of poverty." 

Dr. King's last transformative vision for our nation was not 
an idealistic dream. It was an urgent prescription for 
ending poverty and making the blessings of American 
citizenship meaningful to all in this country. 
 
The need to fill Dr. King's prescription is as great as ever. 
Millions of Americans are scourged by an economic 
downturn fueled by the mortgage crisis and skyrocketing 
food and gas prices. Joblessness is increasing, and the 
opportunity-killing burden of racism is matched by the 
strain of an economy that fails to produce enough good 
jobs for all workers seeking them, regardless of race. 
 
As summarized in a new report commissioned by the 
Rosenberg Foundation, worker productivity has risen 
while wages have failed to keep pace with the cost of 
living. The report proposes a counteroffensive on poverty, 
based on the philosophy embraced by Dr. King: In 
addition to creating jobs for skilled and unskilled workers, 
society must enforce strong anti-discrimination laws, 
eliminate barriers to unionization, and pay a living wage. 
 
Dr. King's prescription for poverty was a striking success. 
By utilizing these strategies, between 1964 and 1969 the 
United States achieved the largest decline in poverty 
since World War II, reducing the number of black children 
living in poverty by almost half. In the decades since, 
these key policy levers have been neglected - and 
progress has stalled. 



Five years later, I overheard my parents talking to 
neighbors about trying to prevent anyone on the block 
from selling to a black family, lest a mass exodus of 
whites begin. After one family did sell to blacks, the white 
flight took over. Within two years, the entire development 
changed from all white to nearly all black. Our house was 
purchased by a black woman whose son was killed in the 
Korean War. 
 
We ended up near what is now Reisterstown Plaza in 
Northwest Baltimore. My new school, Fallstaff 
Elementary, was all white, as was the new neighborhood. 
 
At age 16, desperate for a scarce summer job, I answered 
a newspaper ad seeking teens for magazine "survey" 
crews. I went downtown and waited for hours with dozens 
of others, black and white, until a white man whispered in 
my ear that the job was mine if I waited until all the black 
kids gave up and left. 
 
Race defined the lives of Baltimoreans in myriad ways for 
many years. The 1968 riot hurt the city, the 
neighborhoods where it occurred, and the people who 
lived in them, but the violence and upheaval also 
accelerated long-overdue changes. White people had to 
learn to see blacks as equals - people entitled to the same 
jobs, schools, homes and expectations. 
 
For all their destructiveness, riots across the nation that 
year also contained the message that things had to 
change for blacks, and at a quicker pace. 

Larry Carson covers Howard County government and 
politics for The Sun. His e-mail is 
larry.carson@baltsun.com. 

 

 
When adjusting for inflation, the minimum wage is lower 
today than it was in 1968. The Civil Rights Division of the 
U.S. Department of Justice is a shadow of its former self, 
and most state attorneys general are timid enforcers of 
workers' rights. Moreover, workers wishing to unionize 
can typically expect little protection from public agencies 
like the National Labor Relations Board. 
 
I have personally benefited from Dr. King's approach to 
ending poverty. My mother, among the first class of black 
girls to integrate Western High School, spent her early 
childhood living in McCullough Homes, a West Baltimore 
public housing development. Her parents were able to 
emerge from poverty because of hard work and a focus 
on education - but also because the economy was 
expanding, unions were growing, and the government 
created and enforced anti-discrimination laws. 
 
Today, such opportunity is virtually an abstraction for most 
African-Americans with low incomes. 
 
Personal responsibility is insufficient when the economy is 
structured to produce poverty. To recapture the 
momentum against poverty we have lost since Dr. King's 
death, we must have the courage to rebuild our economy. 

 
 

 
Benjamin Todd Jealous is president of the Rosenberg 
Foundation, which this week released the report  
“Beyond the Mountaintop: King's Prescription for Poverty." 

 
 











 
On at least one point,  
Agnew was correct 

 
by Gregory Kane 
I'll probably hate myself tomorrow morning for doing this -- 
I guess the rest of you can start right now -- but somebody 
has to say something good about the late Gov. Spiro 
Agnew. The man certainly wasn't getting much love at the 
University of Baltimore yesterday. 

On Thursday, the University of Baltimore -- Agnew's alma 
mater, ironically enough -- began a three-day symposium 
called "Baltimore '68: Riots and Rebirth." On April 4, 1968, 
civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated 
in Memphis, Tenn. Riots broke out nationwide. Rioters in 
some cities -- including Washington -- got the jump on the 
rest of the country and started their civil disorder soon 
after the news broke. Rioting in Baltimore started April 6. 

On April 11, Agnew called a group of Baltimore's civil 
rights leaders and black elected officials to a news 
conference. What he said to them has become the stuff of 
near legend. Most of the black leaders walked out of the 
news conference and excoriated Agnew for his remarks. 

Yesterday was no different. 

Agnew was the topic of a panel discussion that focused 
mainly on those remarks and the reaction to them. 

"Look around you," Agnew said near the beginning of his 
speech, "and you may notice that every one here is a 
leader. ... If you'll observe, the ready-mix, instantaneous 
type of leader is not present. The circuit-riding, Hanoi-
visiting type of leader is missing from this assembly. The 
caterwauling, riot-inciting, burn-America-down type of 
leader is conspicuous by his absence. That is no accident, 
ladies and gentlemen. It is just good planning. All in the 
vernacular of today -- 'That's what it's all about, baby.'" 

That may have been Agnew's first mistake: Trying to get 
in touch with his inner Negro while addressing a group of 
blacks. Before he was done, he would make others. 

First, he praised those leaders who condemned activist 
Robert Moore for saying that the Baltimore police were 
"enemies of the black man." Then he condemned the 
leaders for, he claimed, meeting secretly with Moore and 
cutting a deal not to criticize him publicly. 

"You ran," Agnew told the leaders, who had caught some 
heat for condemning Moore. "You were beguiled by the 
rationalizations of unity; you were intimidated by veiled 
threats; you were stung by insinuations that you were Mr. 
Charlie's boy, by epithets like 'Uncle Tom.'" 

Lunch counter at Belair 
Market offered great food 
and a big serving of history 

 
by Jacques Kelly 
Istood in my grandmother's room that April 1968 night. Its 
window looked directly east and southeast. It was two 
days after the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.'s assassination 
and Baltimore's riot spread out before our eyes. She and 
some of my brothers and sisters watched in horror as the 
distant buildings burned. My grandmother could identify 
the landmarks and called out when the old Stieff piano 
factory near Aiken Street erupted in violently shooting 
flames.  

My family regularly patronized the Belair Market on 
Saturdays on Gay Street. We often heard street accounts 
- never officially confirmed - that the rioting began at the 
Read's drugstore adjacent to the market. There was so 
much action that night, the precise address where the riot 
began seemed a detail lost in a far bigger story.  

I recently heard from Jennie Cocoros Kegel, whose 
grandfather Nicholas and uncle James Cocoros emigrated 
from Greece in the 1920s and opened a lunch counter at 
Belair Market. They passed on the business to their sons 
and many hooked customers said their hot dogs, onions 
and chili sauce were among Baltimore's best. And they 
were a great bargain, too.  

That chili sauce, a secret Cocoros family recipe was so 
hot "it would kill a fly upon contact," Jennie wrote. "We 
had the best of locations, right as soon as you came into 
the market.  

"I will never forget that we were at the Belair Market when 
we received word that Martin Luther King Jr. was 
assassinated. Many people came to my father and told 
him to send the children home because there was going 
to be trouble.  

"As a teenager, all of the children were expected to work 
at the market. I worked mostly the soda fountain area, and 
my father claims I ate more than I sold.  

"We heard a gunshot outside the market, and my Dad put 
us on the No. 19 bus and sent us home. It was a very 
frightening ride home and we did not see my Dad for quite 
a while. He finally came home but he was determined to 
stay at the market to make sure that our stalls were not 
damaged during the Baltimore riots.  

"The police instructed him to close up and they promised 
nothing would happen to our business and when we 
returned, the Market was untouched. 



Later in his speech, Agnew called on those leaders to 
rebuke black "extremists" -- he mentioned Stokely 
Carmichael and H. Rap Brown by name -- much as whites 
condemned members of the American Nazi Party and the 
John Birch Society. 

Edward C. Papenfuse Jr., who works at the Maryland 
State Archives, was the panel moderator. He said there is 
television footage of a woman running up to Agnew to 
challenge him about his remarks. 

"She comes up, and she's waving her finger at Agnew 
and she's rubbing her hat back and forth," Papenfuse 
said. That woman was the late, great Juanita Jackson 
Mitchell of the Baltimore chapter of the NAACP. She was 
probably going to tell Agnew that the NAACP had indeed 
been condemning black extremists and racists long before 
he became governor. 

I asked Peter Levy, a history professor at York College of 
Pennsylvania who gave the symposium's plenary 
address, what was wrong with Agnew's exhorting black 
leaders to condemn the extremists among them. 

"Some of them already had," Levy answered. "The 
NAACP had never been a big fan of the Black Power 
slogan." In Cambridge, Levy added, the NAACP tried to 
push a black woman named Daisy Bates as the moderate 
alternative to Gloria Richardson Dandridge, who could 
hardly be classified as an extremist. 

Papenfuse said there exists in the Maryland State 
Archives a letter that Henry Offer wrote to Agnew, telling 
the governor line by line where he was wrong in his 
speech. Papenfuse asked if any in attendance 
remembered the name Henry Offer. 

Indeed I did. I remember him as Father Henry Offer, a 
white Catholic priest and ardent civil rights supporter. 
Offer pointed out in his letter that Agnew criticized the 
very black leaders who put their lives on the line by taking 
to the streets to discourage rioters from looting and 
burning. 

On the facts, Agnew was very wrong. But on principle, he 
was very right. The principles he espoused were summed 
up in perhaps the only parts of his speech that can't be 
condemned. 

"I cannot believe," Agnew said, "that the only alternative to 
white racism is black racism. ... I publicly repudiate, 
condemn and reject all white racists. I call upon you to 
publicly repudiate, condemn and reject all black racists." 
 
greg.kane@baltsun.com  

 

 "The market was my father, Steve Cocoros', life. He 
developed lung cancer in 1995 and our cousin Archie took 
over the major operations of the business, although Dad 
would still insist upon coming to the market even when he 
was very weak from receiving chemo and radiation.  

"My father passed away in September 1996 and the 
Market was demolished later. The Market was an 
institution and we made many friends throughout the 
years," she wrote.  

My family stuck by the market, too, and delighted that the 
Cocoros family never gave up and continued to serve 
those delicious Coney Island-style lunches. Their counter 
was the kind of institution that was worthy of a televised 
segment on the Food Network. But back then, it was a 
much respected part of Baltimore that was just one more 
part of the city.  
jacques.kelly@baltsun.com
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Sun Editorial: 
The dream, the promise 
Our view: Investment in the city  
should ease pain 
The pull-down map in the president's conference room at 
Davidge Hall shows the University of Maryland, 
Baltimore's sprawling downtown campus. The school's 
movement west across Martin Luther King Boulevard 
opens a door to the past and a window on the future. It 
recalls how the landscape has changed, from the riots 
and ruin that scarred Baltimore in 1968 to the potential 
and promise reflected in the university's new biotech 
center in Poppleton. And while the city has struggled in 
the intervening years, Baltimore has emerged a changed - 
but stronger - city.  
In churches and classrooms and conversations this past 
week, people remembered a pivotal man and a 
devastating moment in America's civil rights history. The 
assassination of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. took 
place in Memphis 40 years ago, but it radiated throughout 
the country and unleashed great public sorrow and 
outrage. Riots in more than 100 cities followed the murder 
at the Lorraine Hotel and burned through blocks and 
storefronts in parts of east and west Baltimore.  
The aftermath ushered in a decade or more of rebuilding, 
while the city's population became smaller, poorer and 
less diverse. The city's tax rate climbed as its schools 
became more segregated. Drug use and crime tore 
families apart and devastated residential neighborhoods 
and commercial centers, while redevelopment dollars 
financed the revitalization of the city's waterfront and the 
surrounding communities.  
At the same time, a new class of political leaders emerged 
from the African-American community and began to 
assume the reins of power. A decade after Milton B. Allen 
made history as the city's first African-American state's 
attorney, Kurt L. Schmoke became Baltimore's first 
elected black mayor and the city took another turn. During 
those years, a former school teacher, Sheila Dixon, was 
among the minority in the City Council, and it took a 
redistricting plan to have a majority of the council reflect 
the majority population.  

 

Jim Crow just the way it was 

 
by C. Fraser Smith 
While researching my civil rights book, I gave a brief work-
in-progress talk at a woman's club in Baltimore. A 
member of the audience came up to me afterward to 
make this observation about the task I was beginning to 
confront: "You'll never get the ambience of those days."  

I thought I knew what she meant. Jim Crow discrimination 
was sustained by a level of passion that might be difficult 
to convey. And there was the fact that while I had grown 
up at the end of the Jim Crow era in North Carolina, I had 
not grown up black.  

Would I be able to portray the Jim Crow experience with 
fidelity?  

In the beginning, I occasionally asked people how they 
lived through those days of second-class citizenship. How 
did you feel about your life then? I asked, somewhat 
naively. Didn't you hate what was happening to you?  

Yes, people would often say - but that's just the way it 
was.  

"The way it was." "Nothing you could do." "Get over it."  

The way it was amounted to ambient humiliation - not 
always in your face but always present, like background 
noise. You tried to ignore it. Sometimes you playfully 
defied it. You learned where the real trouble spots were, 
and you avoided them. It wasn't easy.  

Discrimination was imbedded in the language: Final sale. 
Whites only. Separate but equal. All deliberate speed. 
Law and order. Jim Crow.  

If you were a black mother, you tried to shield your 
children from the humiliation that seemed to lurk around 
every corner.  

If you were a black family making a road trip, you had to 
"to drive straight through." Or you needed a special book 
that circulated around that time, kind of a black people's 
Frommer's or Michelin Guide - a Jim Crow guide to the 
world for travelers.  

There were Jim Crow Bibles in some courts so whites 
wouldn't have to touch a book held by black hands. Lord 
Nickens, a Frederick NAACP leader, remembered being 
kicked by a train station attendant because he had 
wandered into a whites-only restroom at age 6. He told 
the story at 95 - as if had happened the day before.  

Patients were segregated in hospitals. A genius lab 
technician at the Johns Hopkins Hospital - the man who 
perfected the "blue baby" operation - couldn't attend his 
physician partner's birthday party at a local hotel.  
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Through the Schmoke years, other changes occurred. 
Housing projects along Martin Luther King Boulevard and 
elsewhere in the city that had symbolized the ills of urban 
life were torn down and residential, mixed-income 
developments replaced them. Many African-Americans 
had the chance to purchase their first home. 
Redeveloping the shabby west side of downtown began 
then too. Now, new condominiums, renovated office 
buildings and the restored Hippodrome Theatre typify the 
area.  
Today, UM's biotech center is changing the contours of 
the west side as the Johns Hopkins University's 
expansion of its campus is changing the east side.  
Dr. King died while waging a battle for economic 
opportunity for the poor - black and white. Today, 
Baltimore, with its 21st-century focus on education, health 
care and high-tech research, is pointing the way to a 
future that should offer more jobs and a better life for its 
poorest citizens. Dr. King would savor the promise of this 
diverse and vibrant city that is still emerging from the 
turmoil that followed his death. 

Gwynn Oak Amusement Park, ironically, was all white on 
its "All Nations Day" every July 4. It had to be, its owner 
insisted, or whites wouldn't come there.  

A dynamic of resistance to changing any of this developed 
even before the civil rights movement: Absorb the blow, 
but don't change until you must. The University of 
Maryland School of Law was nominally re-integrated in 
1935, but there was no black undergraduate, and no 
blacks in the nursing school, until the 1950s.  

A black student was barred from a law review course in 
1954 lest white students decline to enroll. The same 
argument had been used in the 1890s when two blacks, 
already matriculated, were dismissed from the UM Law 
School. The University of Baltimore was opening a law 
school that Maryland officials thought would not admit 
blacks so they felt they had to level the playing field.  

Separate but equal was patently illusory, of course: There 
was no black law school. Black students from Maryland 
went to Howard University in Washington, D.C., Thurgood 
Marshall among them.  

Just the way it was.  

The riots of 1968 were a reaction to the murder of the 
Rev. Martin Luther King Jr. But they were also a reaction 
to the way life was in Baltimore then and for so many 
years before.  

The riots apparently were not planned. There was no list 
of riot priorities. And there was little in the way of a post-
riot response. The nation was moving into a law-and-order 
period, and in the wake of the riots, what support there 
had been for alleviating the black community's misery 
waned. Even the death of a charismatic leader was 
thought to be no justification for the destruction of private 
property.  

The burning and looting created a powerful anti-civil rights 
backlash. The outside world reacted to the carnage, not to 
the history. Few were sympathetic to the argument that 
lawless behavior was justified, even after the murder of a 
leader who brought hope to the hopeless.  

Just the way it was.  

C. Fraser Smith's book  
"Here Lies Jim Crow" will be published in June.  
His column appears Sundays in The Sun.  
His e-mail is fsmith@wypr.org.
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